A cohomology theory, HχA 9 for commutative K-algebras, A, is discussed for the case where K is a field. This was originally introduced by C. E. Watts in connection with rings of continuous functions. N. Greenleaf computed H£A in the case where A is an extension field of K. In this paper it is shown that, for any iΓ-algebra A, the separable closure of K in A can be identified with Ή°κA. Furthermore Greenleaf's result is extended to a substantial class of local algebras. I* Let if be a field and A a commutative if-algebra with unit element 1. In [4] Watts described a cochain complex C K A, based on the additive Amitsur complex F K A [3] . He showed that in the case where K = R and A = C(X), the ring of continuous real valued functions on the compact Hausdorff space X, the cohomology of this complex is naturally isomorphic to the real Cech cohomology of X. At the other extreme Greenleaf in [2] proved the following result. If L is an arbitrary extension field of
In this paper we investigate further the part separability plays in this theory. Letting From Theorem 2 it follows that, for such an algebra, Hi A = 0 for p > 0.
At the end of the paper we mention some interesting classes of local algebras which satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 2. 
2* The complex

3* From the definition of C K A it is clear that we can consider
Hi A to be embedded in A. PROPOSITION Proof. By Theorem 1 we can identify A s with H^A. The first part of the result can then by proved easily once we observe the identity
If A is an arbitrary K-algebra then
If A is local and / is a nonzero element of H^A, then the minimal polynomial of /, constructed in the proof of Theorem 1, is clearly irreducible over K. Thus the subalgebra K[f] of H^A is a field, and so f-'e H« K A. Therefore H°KA is a field. Using an inductive argument based on Proposition 2, we can in fact remove the restriction that L be a field. PROPOSITION 
If the field L is separable over K and A is an L-algebra, then the natural map θ: F
Proof. The induced map is certainly a surjection. On the other hand, by Proposition 3, the sequence
is exact. Applying the exact functor FlA 0B ( )> where B = F&L f we obtain the exact sequence A ring in which every zero divisor is nilpotent we will call a ZDN ring. PROPOSITION N Π B) . We can therefore restrict ourselves to a finitely generated subalgebra of A, and so assume that A is Noetherian. Let L be the quotient field of A/N,
Let A and A! be K-algebras which are ZDN rings y and let N be the ideal of nilpotents of A. Suppose K is separably closed in the field of quotients of A/N, then A (x)^
So by [2, Propositions] Hence (0) is a primary in A® K A' also, and so A ® κ A' is a ZDN ring.
Note that if A is a local ring (A has a unique maximal ideal m) and n is a positive integer, then A/m n is a ZDN ring.
PROPOSITION 6. Let A be a Noetherian local K-algebra; then the natural map of FiA into the projective limit (inverse limit) of the system {F$(A/m n )} n is an injection.
Proof. As A is Noetherian, Π"-i m% = 0> an d so A ->proj lim w (A/m n ) is an injection. The proof can be completed by induction on p> using the following lemma, the demonstration of which is straightforward. If A is a complete Noetherian local Z-algebra, there exists [5, Chapter VIII, §12, Theorem 27] a subίield L of A which is mapped onto A/m by the natural map. Under these circumstances A s is mapped isomorphically onto the separable closure of K in A/m. Thus it follows that, for such an algebra also, the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are satisfied.
Our ultimate goal is to prove the conclusion of Theorem 2 for all local If-algebras; then, loosely speaking, to study this cohomology theory for an arbitrary if-algebra by using sheaf theoretic methods to patch the algebra together from its localizations (at prime or maximal ideals). Partial results in this direction have been obtained.
